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1.  Some Principles of Quantum Gravity. 

Why guiding principles? 

"Unfortunantly, in spite of more than 70 years of theory work 
on the quantum-gravity problem, and a certain proliferation of 
theoretical frameworks being considered, there is only a small 
number of physical effects that have been considered within 
quantum-gravity theories.  Moreover, most of these effects 
concern strong-gravity/large-curvature contexts, such as black-
hole physics and big-bang physics, which are exciting at the 
level of conceptual analysis and development of formalism, but 
of course are not very promising for the actual (experimental) 
discovery of manifestations of non-classical properties of 
spacetime and/or gravity."   (Amelino-Camelia 2008, pg. 7.) 
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1.  Some Principles of Quantum Gravity. 

Why these principles? 

(i)  Asymptotic Safety:  A theory of QG must scale towards a 
UV fixed point with a finite number of UV-irrelevant 
couplings. 

• GR, formulated as a QFT, is non-renormalizable. 

 GR relegated to the status of a non-fundamental EFT? 

• Weinberg (1979):  Not if GR is asymptotically safe. 

 Asymptotically safe theory:  Well-behaved at all energy 
scales... a fundamental theory? 
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1.  Some Principles of Quantum Gravity. 

Why these principles? 

(i)  Asymptotic Safety:  A theory of QG must scale towards a 
UV fixed point with a finite number of UV-irrelevant 
couplings. 

Relevance to Condensed Matter Approach:   

• Being clear about asymptotic safety will require being 
clear about the notion of an EFT. 

• Distinction between an EFT and an asymptotically safe 
theory raises the question, What is a fundamental theory? 
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1.  Some Principles of Quantum Gravity. 

Why these principles? 

(ii)  Relative Locality:  A theory of QG must entail that 
coincidence of events in spacetime ("locality") is relative to 
an observer's rest frame. 

• Non-linear SR law of velocity composition imposes invariant 
scale. 

c  ⇒  (mixing of spatial and temporal coordinates) 

 ⇒  (relativity of simultaneity)  

• Suppose momentum obeys a non-linear composition law... 

MP  ⇒  (mixing of spatiotemporal and 4-momentum coords) 

 ⇒  (relativity of locality)  
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1.  Some Principles of Quantum Gravity. 

Why these principles? 

(ii)  Relative Locality:  A theory of QG must entail that 
coincidence of events in spacetime ("locality") is relative to 
an observer's rest frame. 

Relevance to Condensed Matter Approach:   

• Topological invariants in momentum space play 
significant roles in the condensed matter approach; and 

• Topological invariants can be related to curvature. 

• Is 4-momentum space more fundamental than spacetime? 
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2.  The Condensed Matter Approach to QG... 

(a) Given S[φ] = ∑a gaOa[φ], 
decompose {φ} into {φh} and {φ l} 
with respect to cutoff Λ(s) = sΛ0. 

Renormalization Group (RG): 

Goal:  To construct an effective field theory (EFT) of a 
condensate that mimicks GR and Standard Model. 

• RG flow:  Generated 
by sucessive RG 
transforms. 

• Fixed point:  Point g* 
that is invariant 
under RG transforms. 

(b) Integrate over {φh} to obtain: 
 S'[φ l] = S0[φ l] + ∑a g'aO'a[φ l] 

(c) Absorb changes into re-
definitions of parameters: 

 S[φR] = ∑a g'aOa[φR] 
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2.  The Condensed Matter Approach to QG... 
Consider stopping at Step (b): 

 S'[φ l] = S0[φ l] + ∑a g'aO'a[φ l] 
• S0[φ l] = S[g*,φ l] 

defines a fixed point. 

Additional features of fixed points 

An EFT of S = A low-energy expansion of S in 
couplings and local operators about a fixed point g*. 

• g* defines a universality class = an equivalence class of 
theories that possess the same behavior in n.b.h. of g*. 

• Condensed matter system exhibiting phase transition = 
described by theory with fixed point g* at which symmetry 
characterizing internal order is spontaneously broken. 
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2.  The Condensed Matter Approach to QG:  Two Versions. 
Goal:  To construct an effective field theory (EFT) of a 
condensate that mimicks GR and Standard Model. 

Version A:  Focus on condensates characterized by sponta-
neously broken symmetries and universality. 

• Example:  EFT of superfluid 3He-A belongs to same 
universality class as massless sector of Standard Model 
above electroweak symmetry breaking.   (Volovik 2003) 

• Essential features: 
 EFT is characterized by an RG universality class. 
 Order characterized by symmetry. 
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2.  The Condensed Matter Approach to QG:  Two Versions. 
Goal:  To construct an effective field theory (EFT) of a 
condensate that mimicks GR and Standard Model. 

Version B:  Focus on condensates characterized by 
"topological order". 

• Example:  EFT of edge of 4-dim fractional quantum Hall 
(FQH) liquid describes (3+1)-dim zero-rest-mass fields of 
all helicities.   (Zhang & Hu 2001) 

• Essential features: 
 EFT not characterized by an RG universality class. 
 Order characterized by topology.   (Wen 2004)  
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Irrelevant coupling w.r.t. g*:  decreases towards g*. 
• UV (resp. IR) irrelevant:  decreases as s → ∞ (resp. 0). 

Asymptotic Safety:  A theory of QG must scale 
towards a UV fixed point with a finite number 
of UV-irrelevant couplings.   (Weinberg 1979) 

• UV fixed point:  fixed point associated with s → ∞. 
• IR fixed point:  fixed point associated with s → 0. 

3.  Asymptotic Safety. 

Relevant coupling w.r.t. g*:  increases towards g*. 
• UV (resp. IR) relevant:  increases as s → ∞ (resp. 0). 
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infinite # IR-irrelevant 
finite # IR-relevant 

3.  Asymptotic Safety. 

no IR-irrelevant 
finite # IR-relevant 

Renormal-
izable 

Non-renorm-
alizable S''[φ ] = S gIR*[φ ] + Σa g''aO''a[φ ] 

S'[φ ] = S gIR*[φ ] + Σa g'aO'a[φ ] 

Asymptotic-
ally safe 

finite # UV-irrelevant 
infinite # UV-relevant 

• Non-renormalizable example:  GR as an RQFT. 
 Infinite # IR-irrelevant couplings supposedly blow-up as s → ∞. 

S'''[φ ] = S gUV*[φ ] + Σa g'''aO'''a[φ ] 

• Aymptotically safe examples:  QCD; GR as an RQFT? 
 If GR as an RQFT possesses a UV fixed point (with a finite 

number of UV-irrelevant couplings), it would be a well-behaved 
theory of QG! 
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3.  Asymptotic Safety. 
• Claim:  The EFTs in both versions of the condensed matter 

approach should aspire to be ASTs. 

• Such EFTs aspire to be associated with two fixed points: 

• But:  Is it consistent to consider an EFT as an AST? 

Ex:  In condensed matter approach, fundamental d.o.f. are 
those of condensate; d.o.f. associated with GR and Standard 
Model are low-energy approximations to the former. 

 An IR fixed point associated with the "high-energy" condensate. 

 A UV fixed point associated with QCD/GR sector of QG. 

 AST = fundamental theory to all orders. 

 EFT = theory restricted to a given energy scale, beyond which new 
physics arises. 
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3.  Asymptotic Safety. 
• Suppose:  Relation between an EFT and a high-energy 

theory can be cashed out in terms of emergence. 

• Then:  Perhaps it is consistent to claim that an AST can 
emerge in the form of an EFT of a fundamental condensate. 
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One route:   (Bain 2013) 

(a)  Failure of law-like deducibility.  Phenomena 
described by an EFT are not deducible 
consequences of the laws of a high-energy theory. 

Novelty 

Micro-
physicalism 

(b)  Ontological distinctness.  EFT d.o.f. characterize 
physical systems that are ontologically distinct 
from those characterized by high-energy d.o.f.. 

(c)  Ontological dependence.  Physical systems 
described by an EFT are ontologically dependent 
on those described by a high-energy theory. 



Γ (phase space x 
µ, pµ) M (config. space x 

µ) P (mo. space pµ) 

• Idea:  Due to curvature of momentum space. 

4.  Relative Locality. 

Relative Locality:  A theory of QG must entail that 
coincidence of events in spacetime ("locality") is relative to 
an observer's rest frame.   (Amelino-Camelia et al. 2011a) 

• In RL, there's a separate Mp = Tp*(P) for each p ∈ P. 
• If P is curved, the Mp's will differ from point to point. 

ΓSR = M × P  flat  flat 

ΓGR = T *(M)  curved  flat 
ΓRL = T *(P)  flat  curved 
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• Motivation:  P-space curvature entails non-commutativity of 
spacetime coordinates. 
 And:  Various approaches to QG employ non-commutative 

geometry. 

4.  Relative Locality. 

Relative Locality:  A theory of QG must entail that 
coincidence of events in spacetime ("locality") is relative to 
an observer's rest frame.   (Amelino-Camelia et al. 2011a) 

• Moreover:  P-space curvature encodes corrections to 
relativistic particle dynamics of order E/MP . 
 And:  Such corrections may have measureable effects at 

low-energies/long distances:  time of arrival of γ -ray bursts 
measured by Fermi telescope.   (Amelino-Camelia & Smolin 2009) 
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• Both Versions:  Encode aspects of EFTs in aspects of P-
space topology. 

• And:  These latter can be related to P-space curvature. 

4.  Relative Locality. 

Ex:  Gauss-Bonnet-Chern theorem 

  
2(1 − g) = 1

2π
K dA

S∫
g = integer = Chern number 
K = adiabatic curvature 
S = torus 

characterizes topology 
of parameter space 

characterizes geometry 
of parameter space 

"...just as some condensed matter or fluid systems provide ana-
logues for relativity and gravity, it may be that condensed matter 
systems with curved momentum spaces may give us analogues to 
the physics of relative locality"  (Amelino-Camelia et al. 2011a, 084010-12) 
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4.  Relative Locality. 
Version A:   (Volovik 2003) 

(1)  Encode low-energy dynamics in P-space. 

(2)  Demonstrate stability of low-energy dynamics. 

• Green's function G(p0, p) = [ip0 � H(p)] �1. 
• Low-energy excitations are poles in G = "Fermi points" ∈ P. 

• Invariant under continuous deformations of G. 
• Which means:  Invariant under low-energy perturbations. 

• Defines nontrivial winding number of map from Σ to space 
of matrices G (element of nontrivial homotopy group). 

    
N = 1

24π 2
µνλγTr dS γG ∂pµ G

−1G ∂pν G
−1G ∂pλ G

−1

Σ∫
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Version A:   (Volovik 2003) 

(1)  Encode low-energy dynamics in P-space. 

4.  Relative Locality. 

(2)  Demonstrate stability of low-energy dynamics. 

(3)  Relate N to P-space curvature. 

• Can show:  In IQHE, quantized Hall conductance σ given by 
topological invariant obtained from N via dim reduction. 

• And:  σ is given by adiabatic curvature.   (Thouless et al. 1982) 

• Green's function G(p0, p) = [ip0 � H(p)] �1. 
• Low-energy excitations are poles in G = "Fermi points" ∈ P. 

    
N = 1

24π 2
µνλγTr dS γG ∂pµ G

−1G ∂pν G
−1G ∂pλ G

−1

Σ∫
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Version B:   (Wen 2004) 
(1)  Encode order in ground state degeneracy (GSD). 

4.  Relative Locality. 

• Two distinctly ordered FQH states (distinct filling factors) 
can have same symmetries but different GSD. 

• Thus:  Internal order of FQH states cannot be characterized 
by symmetry, but can be (partially) characterized by GSD. 
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4.  Relative Locality. 
Version B:   (Wen 2004) 
(1)  Encode order in ground state degeneracy (GSD). 

• For FQH states, GSD depends on topology. 
• GSD is robust against arbitrary permutations. 

(3)  Relate GSD to P-space curvature.   (Wen 1990) 

• FQH states classified by matrices K, and 
described by TQFT L = (1/4π)KIJ µνλaIµ ∂νaJλ. 

(2)  Demonstrate stability of GSD.   (Wen & Niu 1990) 

• GSD = |K |. 
• K can be encoded in Berry phase characterizing 

adiabatic deformations of FQH Hamiltonian. 
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4.  Relative Locality. 
Phase space realism? 

"We do not live in spacetime.  We live in Hilbert space, and 
the classical approximation to that is that we live in phase 
space."  (Amelino-Camelia et al. 2011a, pg. 12.) 

"If... momentum space is curved, spacetime is just as observer 
dependent as space, and the invariant arena for classical 
physics is phase space."  (Amelino-Camelia et al. 2011b, pg. 2553.)  
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4.  Relative Locality. 
Phase space realism? 

Motivation #1:  Descriptions of physical systems in terms of 
their energies and momenta are more fundamental than 
descriptions in terms of their spatiotemporal properties. 

"Our most fundamental measurements are the energies and angles 
of the quanta we emit or absorb, and the times of those events.  
Judging by what we observe, we live in energy-momentum space, 
not in spacetime."  (Amelino-Camelia et al. 2011a, pg. 1.) 

"What we really see in our telescopes and particle detectors are 
quanta arriving at different angles with different momenta and 
energies.  Those observations allow us to infer the existence of a 
universal and energy-independent description of physics in a 
spacetime only if momentum space has a trivial, flat 
geometry."  (Amelino-Camelia et al. 2011b, pp. 2552-3.)  
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4.  Relative Locality. 
Phase space realism? 

Motivation #2:  Analogy between relativity of simultaneity 
and relativity of locality. 

"Physics takes place in phase space and there is no invariant 
global projection that gives a description of processes in 
spacetime.  From their measurements local observers can 
construct descriptions of particles moving and interacting in 
a spacetime, but different observers construct different 
spacetimes, which are observer-dependent slices of phase 
space."  (Amelino-Camelia et al. 2011a, pg. 2.)   
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4.  Relative Locality. 
Phase space realism? 

Motivation #2:  Analogy between relativity of simultaneity 
and relativity of locality. 

Concern 1: 
• Suppose spatiotemporal intervals are relative, whereas 

phase space (spatiotemporal-energy/momentum) intervals 
are absolute. 

• Does this necessarily imply that phase space descriptions 
are more fundamental than spatiotemporal descriptions? 
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Concern 2: 

4.  Relative Locality. 
Phase space realism? 

Motivation #2:  Analogy between relativity of simultaneity 
and relativity of locality. 

• Relativity of simultaneity involves a distinction between 
absolute and relative quantities. 

• Relativity of locality involves a distinction between 
global and local quantities. 
-  Whether observers will judge events A, B to be coincident in 

spacetime depends on how far from A, B they are (as well as 
the energies of A, B). 
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5.  Conclusion. 
Principle Version A 
asymptotic safety 

relative locality 

Version B 

• Asymptotic safety:  Both versions should aspire to be ASTs. 

yes (?) yes (?) 

 But:  Can an AST be an EFT? 
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• Relative locality:  Both versions encode relevant quantities in 
P-space topological invariants. 

• And:  These invariants generate nontrivial P-space curvature. 
 But:  Does relative locality support full-blown phase space 

realism, or simply realism with respect to momentum 
space? 

5.  Conclusion. 

yes (?) yes (?) 

yes yes 
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Principle Version A 
asymptotic safety 

relative locality 

Version B 
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